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ABSTRACT 

 

Context: Cloud Outsourcing is a new form of outsourcing which is not more under implementation and yet to 

be implemented. It is a form of outsourcing in which software organizations outsource the work to e-freelancers 

available throughout the world using cloud services via the Internet. Software organizations handovers the 

respective task to the cloud and from the cloud e-freelancers undertake the development of task and then return 

back the finished task to the cloud. Organizations recollect the finished task from the cloud and verify it and 

then pay to the e-freelancer. 

 

Objectives: The aim of this study is to identify the sequence of activities involved during the entire process of 

cloud outsourcing and to find out the risks which are likely to be occurred during the implementation of this 

process. To prioritize the elicitated risks according to their probability of occurrence, impact and cost required to 
mitigate the corresponding risk.  

 

Methods: Data is collected by literature review and then the data is synthesized. On the other side interviews 

with practitioners are conducted to know the activities involved and to find out the risks that are likely to be 

occurred during the implementation of cloud outsourcing. After this, a survey is conducted in order to prioritize 

the risks and a standard risk analysis is conducted to know the risks which are likely to be occurred. Literature 

review is done using four databases including the literature from the year 1990 to t ill date.  

 

Results: Totally we have identified 21 risks that are likely to be occurred and 8 activities so far. By performing 

risk analysis we have presented the risks, which should be considered first and relevant counter measures are 
suggested to overcome them. 

 

 

Key words: Cloud Outsourcing, risk analysis, cloud outsourcing risks, cloud outsourcing activities  
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
Outsourcing is viewed as a form of strategic business move from one location to another location. It is 

a strategy of rebuilding the organization (by modifying the shape, definition and its design in a new 

way) and energizing the organizations. In other form, outsourcing is defined as sourcing the required 

infrastructure and resources from external sources. Some of the examples of outsourcing are like 

Business Development, Business Process Outsourcing and Software Development, etc.  [43,44] 

 

Now-a-days Cloud computing has became an emerging computing paradigm which provides several 

opportunities for delivering different types of computing services in a way which we have never 

experienced before. A cloud is a bunch of distributed computers like huge data centres and server 

farms that provide several on demand services and resources through a medium which is usually via 

the Internet [3]. Main services offered by cloud are of three types. These are normally classified as 

three layers of cloud computing. They are [3, 50, 4].  

 

Software as a Service (SaaS): It is the high level layer of cloud computing in which a variety of 

applications are delivered over the internet. These applications range form productivity applications to 

enterprise applications like Email hosting, EPR (Enterprise Resource Planning) and SCM (Supply 

Chain Management) [3, 50, 4]. 

 

Platform as a Service (PaaS): It is the next level of cloud computing services which not only 

provides technical services but also provides important application services like messaging, 

connectivity, computation, access control, etc. By using PaaS from cloud services, it is not necessary 

for an organization to maintain system management experts, databases or a group of networks which 

are typically necessary for a traditional in-house computation model [3, 50, 4]. 

 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): It is the lower level of cloud computing which provides 

organizational infrastructural resources like memory and storage services. Here the cloud provider is 

responsible for managing the physical infrastructure and this cloud provider provides virtualized 

infrastructure to the end user; which the end users can customize it according to their needs [3, 50, 4].  

 

A new form of outsourcing known as Cloud Outsourcing (CO) is into existence. This form of 

outsourcing involves the usage of cloud. 

 

Cloud outsourcing, a new form of outsourcing which is, “a successful form of delegating tasks to 

individual programmers over the Internet in the context of small businesses” [1], is emerging. In 

cloud outsourcing, the software organization handovers the task (which they intend to outsource) to 

the cloud and from the cloud it is handed to the appropriate e-Freelancers. The management of cloud 

and its maintainers are responsible for handling this kind of tasks. Software organizations will make a 

contract with the managers of cloud regarding the outsourcing of task. The cloud managers then select 

e-freelancers who are present in the cloud (or who are in a contract with the cloud) according to the 

requirements of the outsourced task and then the maintainers of the cloud handles the task to e-

freelancers [2]. After completion of the job by the e-freelancers, they submit the work to the cloud and 

the organization retrieves it back from the cloud. E-freelancers here are either self-employed 
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individuals or organizations that provide business services over the internet. Cloud outsourcing is of 

two types namely Micro Cloud Outsourcing and Macro Cloud Outsourcing.  

 

Cloud outsourcing initially started with Micro Cloud Outsourcing in which small software 

organizations contracted small sized and medium sized tasks (like coding and testing chores) to 

various workers available in the clouds. Micro cloud outsourcing is adopted because of understaffing 

problems, availability of cheap labour over the internet, high productivity by the e-freelancers, 

organization’s access to competency required (through the cloud), no necessity to provide employee 

benefits [1]. 

  

After successful implementation of Micro Cloud Outsourcing, Macro Cloud Outsourcing came into 

existence which is yet to be implemented. Research works are being carried out in this area to 

implement macro cloud outsourcing in practical. Macro Cloud Outsourcing is same as Micro Cloud 

Outsourcing whereas the participants here are large software organizations and the outsourcing tasks 

are typically larger and more complex tasks [1]. 

 

According to Chinasourc ing and DEVOTT (a Chinese company on research consulting and events) it 

is stated that “Cloud outsourcing, based on cloud platform, is an outsourcing service that is a 

collection of service resources (human, knowledge, infrastructure, etc.) and provides continuous 

human capital, intelligence and infrastructure” [76]. 

 

Officially, in 2006, Google came forward with the concept of cloud and from then Yahoo, Microsoft, 

Intel, IBM introduced cloud in their business processes. The outsourcing of services in the c loud has 

emerged from then and became more popular. In October 2010, Devott firstly published a white book 

"Service on the cloud". In this white book he raised the concept of cloud outsourcing and introduced 

how the companies are affected by implementing the cloud outsourcing and the new opportunities that 

are raised by cloud outsourcing [76].  

 

In 2012, studies made by Gartner in IT institutions and users states that low-cost cloud services are 

the next form of emerging market force. Cloud based outsourcing influences innovation outsourcing 

model, reorganize personnel structure, helps in enterprise development and challenge governance 

relations. According to IDC forecast in 2011, 80% of the organizations' application development 

would be based on the services provided by the public service platform. And by 2015, 20% of the 

organizations' expenses in applications would be invested in cloud based outsourcing. By 2015, cloud 

services will no more be a hot topic in the market but it is considered as an evolution of outsourcing 

services which is regarded as outsourcing 3.0. Such cloud based outsourcing's impact on the 

organization is mainly in the following [76]: 

 

1. Facilitates organization on information to improve operational level. 

2. Improves the competition among Medium 

3. Saves the informational costs for enterprises 

4. Changes work model in order to improve work efficiency.  

5. Facilitates the standardization of enterprise management 

6. Optimizes the internal management and promotes cultural integration. 

 

These are moreover the benefits by implementing cloud based outsourcing, which made us to think 

deeper about this type of outsourcing and motivated us to work on cloud based outsourcing. Further 

by finding the activities and risks in this process it is useful to know Cloud Outsourcing in detail and 
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gives an idea about the risks that are about to occur during implementation. It will be helpful to both 

researchers in academia and practitioners in industry. Also there are no similar studies done like this 

before. All these motivated us to carry out our research.  

 

The research gap being very large that there are no related studies stating anything related to the 

implementation activities or risks or any kind of analysis in Cloud Outsourcing. By our research, we 

are going to address the activities and risks in the process of Cloud Outsourcing and also carried out a 

risk analysis which presents the risks in an order (most hazardous first)  

 

1.1 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES: 
 

As said in previous section micro cloud outsourcing is currently under implementation (example: in 

Amazon, etc). Our research work here is regarding macro cloud outsourcing. The main aim of our 

thesis is to present the basic concept of cloud outsourcing such as its definition, description, and the 

sequence of activities involved, and maximum possible risks that occur during its implementation. We 

also present the opportunities in cloud outsourcing. 

 

In our thesis we would like to investigate about various activities that take place in the process of 

cloud outsourcing. These activities are the general sequence of steps that takes place from the 

beginning to the completion of the cloud outsourcing process in an organization. We also investigate 

about the risks associated during this process, in an organization’s perspective. This can be done by 

conducting literature review and interviews with industrial practitioners. Results of literature review 

and interviews are used in identifying possible risks that occur during cloud outsourcing. These risks 

are then validated and then the possibility of occurrence and the impact of these risks are obtained by 

conducting a survey. Achieving the following objectives can fulfil our thesis aims. 

 

Objectives: 

 

• To carry an in-depth investigation of activities in cloud outsourc ing. 

• To identify various types of risks involved in cloud outsourcing. 

• To categorize risks and calculate the impact of risks using risk analysis. 

• To investigate opportunities in cloud outsourcing 

 

1.2 RESERACH QUESTIONS 
 

1. What are the different activities that take place during cloud outsourcing?  

Using empirical evidence and interviews, we gather the activities that take place during the 

cloud outsourcing. 

2. What are the various risks involved in cloud outsourcing?  

These risks are gathered through empirical evidence and interviews. 

3. What is the impact of risks that can be observed in cloud outsourcing? 

Risk analysis is performed based on identified risks in cloud outsourcing gathered from 

surveys. 

4. What are various opportunities in cloud outsourcing? 

Discuss the opportunities in cloud outsourcing based on the analysis. 
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To answer the research questions 1 and 2, a literature review is conducted. Initially a pilot search is 

conducted in the available databases and the results obtained during this pilot search are low in 

number. This shows that much literature is not present in this area. Due to this reason we decided to 

perform a literature review instead of systematic literature review. A literature review is more formal 

than a systematic literature review. As our main concentration is on industrial interviews and survey, 

we have not chosen to conduct systematic literature review. 

 

 

1.3 EXPECTED OUTCOMES 
 

Expected outcomes of our research are as follows 

• Reporting the list of activities that take place in cloud outsourcing.  

• Reporting various possible risks that occur in cloud outsourcing.  

• Reporting the level of impact of each risk in cloud outsourcing.  

• Reporting various opportunities for cloud outsourcing.  
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2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

We present the research design for out study in this chapter. And also the research methodology we 

followed to answer our research questions, motivation behind selecting the relevant research methods 

is described. 

 

2.1 RESEARCH DESIGN 
 

Our current study is designed and conducted in three different phases. Different research 

methodologies are used in each of the phase and the results obtained in each phase are different to 

each other, and are answers to the proposed research questions. 

 

In phase I, we applied Literature Review by following the guidelines of Kitchenham [8] to gather the 

relevant information regarding the sequence of activities and the risks associated with cloud 

outsourcing. The purpose of literature review in this phase is to gather the relevant qualitative 

information about activities and risks in cloud outsourcing published in literature until now. The 

qualitative data gathered from this phase is analyzed by Narrative Analysis technique and the results 

in part are in relation to research question 1 and 2 and are presented. 

 

In phase II, we have conducted interviews with industrial practitioners in order to answer research 

questions 1 and 2. Literature review in phase I does not give complete answers for research questions 

1 and 2. There is chance that we might miss some activities and risks that are not published in 

literature and it can be fulfilled by conducting interviews with industrial practitioners. We have 

conducted semi-structured interviews which consist of structured and unstructured questions. 

Qualitative data gathered from these interviews are analyzed by Notice-Think-Read-Collect-Think 

techniques and the results are combined with those obtained in phase I. This combination gives the 

complete results for research questions 1 and 2. 

 

In phase III, we have conducted a survey to know the impact of obtained risks from the above phases. 

This survey is conducted in such a way that we presented the risks and asked the participants to rate 

them according to the impact they create on the software development. The results of the survey are 

analyzed and the results are presented in the form of risks along with its impact and it is the answer 

for research question 3.  

 

Finally, we have conducted risk analysis using the results obtained in phase III. The analysis 

conducted is Qualitative form of Risk Analysis by Thomas R. Peltier [9]. 

 

 

2.2 RESEARCH METHODS 
 

A researcher’s work is mainly based on usage of some research methods and techniques [10]. 

Research approaches are classified into three categories namely Qualitative, Quantitative and Mixed 

methods. In our study, we used mixed method (combination of both qualitative and quantitative 

methods) to answer our research questions [11]. 
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2.2.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Literature review means “the use of ideas in the literature to justify the particular approach to the 

topic, and the selection of research methods” [12, 13]. The main use of literature review is to 

understand the existing body of knowledge. It provides a strong foundation for the current study and 

places it in the existing context of work [12, 13]. We have conducted literature review in a systematic 

way because it is hard to know when to stop literature review as it is impossible to read each and 

every single artifact or article that has been published in the literature so far in a particular area [12]. 

 

Initially we have conducted a pilot study in Google Scholar and we have found fewer amounts of 

publications in the literature relevant to our study. There are other types of literature review like 

Systematic Literature Review (SLR), Systematic Mapping Studies and Tertiary reviews. For an SLR 

to perform there must be adequate amount of literature published in the area of study. And, if there are 

a number of SLRs exist then a tertiary review is conducted. So we discarded SLR and Tertiary review. 

Systematic mapping is done when the current study seems broad or when there are very less number 

of publications in the literature [14]. With not very much literature related to the scope of our study, 

we cannot perform an SLR effectively. Also there are references related to our study but they are not 

from trusted sources. Hence we decided to conduct a Literature review and applied Narrative analysis 

technique to analyze the results from literature review. 

 

A part of answers to research questions 1 and 2 are obtained from literature review and the remaining 

part is gathered from interviews. Detailed process of Literature Review conducted is explained in 

Chapter 3. 

 

2.2.2 INTERVIEWS 
 

An interview with industrial practitioner is a “flexible and adaptive way of finding things out” [15]. 

An interview can provide rich data and helps in gaining more data from the respondents behind their 

experience and opinions. [15]. 

In this study we mainly focused on semi-structured interviews. A semi-structured interview favours us 

to ask open-ended questions by which the respondents can discuss the facts and their opinions on the 

events they follow. Open ended questions allow us to discuss in depth on the topic. This discussion 

helps to test the knowledge of the respondent on the area of our research and to encourage cooperation 

by which we can assess what the respondent really believes and meanwhile we can frame new 

questions related to the current study [10, 15, 16, 17, 18]. 

 

In our study, research questions 1 and 2 are completely answered by the combination of literature 

review and interviews. The results obtained by interviews contain some extra information which are 

not been published in literature and are purely from the experience of the practitioner. Moreover this 

is the main reason for choosing interviews to gather qualitative data. The results obtained by 

interviews are added up to that of the results of literature review and thereby analyzing those gives 

complete answers for research questions 1 and 2. 

 

An interview is said to be good if it lasts between 30-60 minutes. Keeping this in mind, a thorough 

preparation is made for interview questionnaire, ways to collect interview data and its access 

permissions.  
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2.2.3 SURVEYS: 
 

A survey is a quantitative research methodology in which large amount of participants are involved 

and the required data is collected with the help of questionnaires. A survey is a form to get the picture 

of the current state of a group (either an organization, community, profession or a set of corporations). 

It is a “retrospective study of a situation that investigates relationships and outcomes”. It is a 

comprehensive data collection method to describe, compare attitudes and behaviour. It helps in 

identifying the participants’ reaction towards trends in relationship to various tools and methods and 

helps in gathering required information [13, 19, 20, 21, 22].  

 

In our current study, our aim is to find out the risks in cloud outsourcing and to rank them according  

to the impact they show on the software development through cloud outsourcing. For this to be done, 

we have to reach a large set of population and ask them to rate the identified risks according to the 

impact they show. Also this data collection requires participants from different geographical 

locations, should be less time consuming and the gathered data should be automatically entered and 

should be automatically analyzed. For these reasons we found that conducting a survey is appropriate 

for us [13].  

 

Disadvantage with survey is sampling bias. This occurs when the respondent does not belong to the 

targeted population [21]. We will overcome this by selecting the target population such that they 

belong to the area in which our current study lies. 

 

Structured interviews are one of the alternatives for surveys. But it consumes more time if 

implemented on the same amount of targeted population [21]. Moreover, the participants might be 

busy in their work and may not be willing to spend more time on our questionnaire. Hence we 

selected surveys. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW  

3.1 LITERATURE REVIEW DESIGN  
Our main aim in performing literature review is to study the state of art of Cloud Outsourcing, the 

activities and risks involved in Cloud Outsourcing. By performing literature review, we can have 

strong foundation and be able to gather information on the body of knowledge of Cloud Outsourcing 

and activities and risks involved in cloud outsourcing, which will be helpful in our further research. 

 

We have conducted literature review in three phases by following the guidelines of Kitchenham [8] in 

order to identify relevant articles and to avoid biasness (if any) between the selected articles. 

Following are the three phases in which we have conducted literature review. 

 

3.1.1 DEFINING RESEARCH QUESTION  
RQ1. What are the different activities that take place during Cloud Outsourcing? 

RQ2. What are the various risks involved in Cloud Outsourcing? 

 

Answers (in part) for RQ1 and RQ2 can be obtained by performing literature review. Remaining part 

of answers for these questions can be obtained by interviews. 

 

3.1.2 SEARCH STRATEGY  
In order to find answers for our research questions a proper search strategy should be implemented to 

retrieve the relevant literature published in various databases. Our search strategy is as follows. 

 

A) KEYWORDS  

We have identified key words relevant to our research questions. These keywords are the set 

of words used to formulate a search string by which relevant articles can be identified on 

proper search in available databases.  

 

Identified keywords for literature review: 

 

 Activities 

 Risks 

 Impact 

 Opportunities 

 E-freelancer 

 Cloud Outsourcing 

 

By using the above key words we have formulated the following search string.  

 

(“Cloud Outsourcing”) AND (“activit* OR risk* OR impact* OR opportunit*”) 

     

And 

(“Cloud Outsourcing”) AND (“e-freelanc* OR freelanc*”) AND (“activit* OR risk* OR 

impact* OR opportunit*”) 
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These two search strings are formulated according to the guidelines framed by Kitchenham [7]. 

Upon searching with these strings in the appropriate databases, we have retrieved very less 

information relevant to our research. By this less amount of information we are unable to proceed 

further to carry out our research. So we decided to make changes in the search string.  

 

We now included synonyms for each key word in order to get maximum number of results by 

performing search. 

 

By including the synonyms for the above keywords our complete set of keyword are as follows. 

 

A1: activities 

A2: function 

A3: process 

B1: risks 

B2: danger 

B3: hazard 

B4: threat 

C1: impact 

C2: effect 

D1: opportunities 

D2: chance 

D3: advantage  

 

Our area of search is in Cloud Computing and, in particular we are interested in finding the 

answers for our research questions concerned with Cloud Outsourcing and E-freelancers in the 

area of Cloud Computing. Hence, 

 

E1: Cloud Outsourcing 

E2: E-freelancer 

F: Cloud Computing 

 

The newly framed search string is  

 

(“F”) AND (“E1” OR “E2”) AND (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR B1 OR B2 OR B3 OR B4 OR C1 

OR C2 OR D1 OR D2 OR D3) 

 

As we performed search using the above string, similarly we now have less results. Hence, we 

decided to remove quotation marks and removed * symbol beside the keywords so that the search is 

broaden and we can get maximum number of results. By making the necessary changes in the above 

string we now have our new search string which is shown in the section below. 

 

B) SEARCH STRING  

The identified key words are then combined with Boolean operators “AND” and “OR” to 

form a search string. Search in selected databases is done by the formulated search string to 

retrieve relevant articles. 

Formulated search string: 
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(F) AND (E1 OR E2) AND (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR B1 OR B2 OR B3 OR B4 OR C1 

OR C2 OR D1 OR D2 OR D3) 

 

 

C) RESOURCES  

Some electronic databases are selected to conduct search the formulated search string. 

 

 IEEE Explore 

 Science Direct 

 Inspec & Compendex (Engineering Village) 

 Scopus 

 Google Scholar 

 

 

Apart from these search venues we have conducted search in Google to find the books, technical 

papers, conference proceedings and visited organizational websites for information. 

 

Most of the research on cloud computing is done after 1990. So we have reviewed the literature from 

1990 to till date. However, work done before 1990 has been covered in the articles from 1990 to till 

date and may also duplicate with search results. So our search for literature lies in between 1990 and 

2012. 

 

Search is performed in the above mentioned databases with the above search string. The resultant set 

of articles in different databases is shown in table 1. 

 

     

3.1.3 STUDY SELECTION CRITERIA  
 

Selecting relevant studies is based on our research questions. Articles which discuss about cloud 

outsourcing and its activities and risks are selected for data extraction. Firstly we have gone through 

the search results by reading the titles. If we find any title that is in relevance with our research then 

we have gone through the abstract and even if the abstract matches our research then we read the 

entire text and included the article in the final set. A detailed inclusion and exclusion criterion of the 

articles is presented below: 

 

Inclusion Criteria:  

 Articles reported between 1990 and 2012 

 Articles available in full text 

 Articles relevant to our research questions 

Exclusion Criteria:  

 Articles that are not relevant to Cloud Outsourcing process 

 Articles which are in duplication 

 Articles other than in English language 
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The final set of article selection is shown in the table 1. 

S/No Database Total articles Title and 

abstract based 

After 

removing 

duplicates 

Full review 

1 Scopus 553 40  
 
 
 

128 

 

 

             28 

2 IEEE Explore 1649 55 

3 Science Direct 317 42 
4 Engineering Village 

(Inspec and 
Compendex) 

171 63 

5 Google Scholar 9660 79 

    

Table1: Final set of Articles 

 

A) DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT: After selecting the articles, data quality assessment is done. 

Quality assessment is done based on the following criteria. 

S/No Checklist Yes/Partial/No 

 Does the paper related to cloud outsourcing?  

 Is the research methodology clearly specified?  

 Does the paper discussed about the cloud outsourcing activities and the risks 

involved in it?  

 

Table2: Data Quality Assessment Checklist 

 

B) AGREEMENT EVALUATION BETWEEN THE AUTHORS 

Agreement evaluation for LR is done by calculating Kappa coefficient [77]. The level of agreement 
between the two authors of this thesis affects the quality of data synthesis and thereby affects the 
results and reliability of the study. Kappa coefficient is used to evaluate the agreement leve l between 
the two authors in this study. The values of kappa can vary between 0 and 1. Depending on the values 
of kappa, the level of agreement between the authors is measured. The varying values of kappa are 
presented in table 3.  More information in kappa coefficient can be found in [77]. 
 

Kappa k = (x-y)/(1-y) 
 
(x-y) is the degree of argument attained in excess of change and (1-y) indicates the degree of 
argument attainable over and above what would be predicted by chance [77].  
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Table 3: Kappa statistics 

 
X= (a+d)/n 
Y= [(p+q)/(n*n)] + [(r+s)/(n*n)] 
After reading the title and abstract of the articles we have chosen 128 papers for further reading. 
Among 128 papers, 115 papers (a+d) are in agreement with both the authors and remaining 13 (b+c) 
papers are contradicted with the authors’ opinions. We further discussed these 13 papers and finally 3 
were compatible with our discussion. Hence the total set of 28 papers.  Thecalculation of kappa 
coefficient is shown in table 4. 
 

 

Table 4: Articles in agreement with the authors 

 
X= (a+d)/n = (25+90)/128= 0.9 
Y= [(p+q)/(n*n)] + [(r+s)/(n*n)] = [(33*30)/(128*128)] + [(95+98)/(128*128)] = 0.63 
 
K= (x-y)/(1-y) = (0.9-0.63)/(1-0.63)= 0.73 
 
Hence there is substantial agreement between the authors for carrying out the research. 

 

 

C) DATA EXTRACTION: Data extraction is done based on two steps. 

1. Collecting basic information about the article.  

We have collected basic information about the articles such as Article name, author 

name, Publication date, article type and database name. 

2. Empirical background related to the article.  

Empirical background related to the article such as main research methods, nature of study and 

empirical focus.  

 

 

Kappa statistics Strength of 

argument 
<0.00  Poor  

0.00-0.20  Slight  

0.21-0.40  Fair  
0.41-0.60  Moderate  

0.61-0.80  Substantial  
0.81-1.00  Almost perfect  

  Author1  

Author2  Yes No Total 

Yes 25 (a) 5 (b) 30 (q) 

No 8 (c) 90 (d) 98 (s) 

 Total 33 (p) 95 (r) 128 (n) 
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3.2 DATA ANALYSIS  
The method of gathering and summarizing the data from the primary studies is known as data 

synthesis [45]. Research articles which are obtained by using search string are collected and 

summarized in this step. Data in these research articles will be in various forms with respect to 

methodology, research outcomes and the research context and these types of studies are called as 

heterogeneous studies. To synthesize such heterogeneous data, qualitative synthesis is performed in 

our research [45]. This type of synthesis involves reading the text, interpreting the data, summarizing 

and analyzing the data present in the literature, which is obtained through by literature review [45]. 

There are several methods under Qualitative synthesis and we have chosen narrative synthesis method 

for data synthesis. In this method findings from various studies are included and then summarized and 

explained with the help of narrative words and text [47, 46]. This synthesis follows the approach of 

storytelling with the help of words and text to conclude the findings in the studies. It has four steps 

which are explained below [47]: 

 

 Developing a theory which describes in detail about how the process of intervention works, 

why and for whom. 

 Preliminary syntheses of the findings from the studies are included in the literature review. 

 Investigates the relationships between the findings. 

 Evaluates the robustness of the conducted research. 

 

3.2.1. MOTIVATION FOR CHOOSING NARRATIVE SYNTHESIS: 
 

Reasons behind choosing narrative synthesis are mentioned below. 

 It is applicable to the reviews of qualitative research and /or quantitative research [46]. 

 It helps to enhance transparency and trustworthiness [46]. 

 It is the most sophisticated approach that involves integration and interpretation of results 

from numerous studies with aim of creating a new knowledge [47]. 

 

Thus, the results of literature review are documented and are used according to appropriateness of the 

research questions. This data is also used to devise the questionnaire for the global survey.  

 

3.3 LITERATURE REVIEW RESULTS  
We have done literature review in order to answer two of our research questions. 

3.3.1 ACTIVITIES 
RQ1 is regarding finding sequence of steps in the process of cloud outsourcing. By our literature 

review we have tried to find out the steps involved in the process of cloud outsourcing and elicitated a 

step in the process of cloud outsourcing and this is ’Handover Process’[1]. Handover process means 

the process of handing over the task from one organization to the other during the process of cloud 

outsourcing, in order to carry out this process. The company which intends to outsource a particular 

task to a selected cloud handles the task to the cloud. Here handling to the cloud means giving the 

unfinished task to the cloud and the cloud stores this task in it for further reference by various 

freelancers who are willing to work out on this task. Handling data to cloud can be done in any of the 

stages of a software development. For example, in the initial stage of software development 

requirements are gathered and they are processed by the personnel within the software organization. 
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Then those requirements data are documented and then at this stage the data is handed over to the 

cloud if the organization intends to outsource for design phase. In the similar way, data can be handed 

over to the cloud in any of the stages in software development.  

Besides this handover process we have not found any other activities or sequence of steps involved in 

cloud outsourcing, directly in the literature.  

3.3.2 RISKS 
Here we have made an important assumption. Cloud Outsourcing involves outsourcing of tasks via 

cloud. In cloud outsourcing, data resides in cloud for the operations to be carried out. Hence we have 

assumed that there might be similar kind of risks involved in cloud outsourcing. Reason behind our 

assumption is due to lack of sufficient and relevant material in the literature.  

 

From the literature review we have extracted 18 risks and the relevant counter measure for each risk, 

and these are noted in table 3 and table 4 below with its description and the attribute which it affects 

the security aspect. 

 

Below we have mentioned the security attributes affected as Confidentiality (C), Integrity (I), 

Availability (A) and Accountability (AC). The short name of risks are designed for ease of working 

through document and not been used from any source. 

 

List of threats and security attributes: 

 

S/N 

S/N 

 

                    Risks 

Short 

Name of 

Risk 

 

                Risk Description 

1 Unauthorized modification of data 

in the cloud (C,I,A) 

UMD Unauthorized modification of data, 

virtual images due to lack of adequate 

access controls. The intruder or any 

third party application that has to 

interfere in between may access to data 

inside the cloud. The third party 

interference may be authorized but the 

data inside the cloud is restricted for 

this third party application. Where as in 

some cases these outside applications 

intrude the data and try to modify it[48, 

49] 

2 Data theft due to unencrypted data 

(C) 

DT Data in the cloud machine sometimes 

not encrypted due to managerial issues 

or due to any other unavailability of 

desired encryption techniques. This 

may result in a way to access the data 

by the third parties or by an intruder 
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which results in breach of data 

confidentiality. [50, 51] [52] 

3 Malware attacks (C,I,A) MA Malwares which includes Trojans, 

viruses, cross site scripting, root kit 

attacks etc are sometimes injected into 

the cloud by outsiders. There is a 

chance that the cloud clients tends to be 

attacked by such malware injected in 

the cloud or injected into the network 

connections between cloud customer 

and cloud provider[53, 54] 

4 Unavailability of Cloud services due 

to Denial of service attacks (A) 

DOSA Cloud services are web based services 

and sometimes these services are 

interrupted by any of the possible ways 

which may be due to interrupted 

internet services or DOS attacks. This 

leads to unavailability of cloud services 

[55, 56] 

5 Lack of data segregation (C,I,A) LODS Cloud environment is multi tenant and 

in this kind of environment the data is 

stored in the cloud in an integrated 

manner. Hence there is a risk that one 

customer may access or compromise 

the data of other customers. [57, 58] 

6 Unauthorized access to data in the 

cloud (C,I,A) 

UAD Cloud service provider’s staff or Rogue 

users may access cloud customers data 

during the process of extension of their 

organization boundaries in the cloud 

[59, 60] 

7 Data inconsistency caused due to 

interfacing with internal systems 

which are not in cloud and due to 

dynamic data update by different 

customers (I) 

DI Internal systems in the cloud are 

required for maintaining its services but 

are not a part of cloud data storage. 

These internal systems may sometimes 

interface with the data in the cloud. 

Further, there may be dynamic data 

update in the cloud (inserting, deletion, 

modification) from multiple customers. 

These interfacing and dynamic updates 

with internal systems interfacing may 

leads to data inconsistency [61] 

8 Eavesdropping (data interception) 

(C) 

ED Data in cloud sometimes transmitted to 

the end users without any encryption. 

This evokes the third parties to 

intercept the data. [56] [62] 
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9 Inadequate authentication and 

authorization (C,I,A) 

IAA A cloud customer as their data resides 

in the cloud wants it to be secured. But 

some cloud services may not be able to 

enforce the desired security 

mechanisms by the customer. In such 

cases this data can be accessed by the 

third parties who do not have adequate 

authentication and authorization [63, 

64] [65] 

10 Insecure data storage in cloud (C) IDS Data is stored in the cloud which is 

maintained by some unknown provider 

in the internet. For a customer it is that 

he/she has to compromise in the 

privacy and confidentiality of the data. 

[66, 67] [68] 

11 Cloud provider espionage (Theft by 

cloud provider) (C) 

CPE Company’s data can be stolen or 

misused by the cloud provider itself 

[66] [69] 

12 Phishing attack (C) PA Phishing attacks or social engineering 

attacks by the outsiders to the cloud 

provider leads to the abnormal 

behaviour of the cloud [64] [69] 

13 Audit difficulty (AC) AD Audit difficulty of third party cloud 

provider since the data is distributed 

across various geographical locations 

[64] [69, 70] 

14 Insecure Interfaces and APIs (C,I) IIA Insecure API for the data in the cloud 

including weak and insecure  

authentication and access control 

mechanisms leads to compromise of 

cloud customers information [69] 

15 Regulatory and legal issues (AC) RLI It is difficult to enforce customers’ IT 

legal and regulatory issues since the 

cloud data is stored outside the 

organizations and across several 

geographical locations [67] [71] 

16 Difficult bugs detection (AC) BD Huge databases with high number of 

services and variety of customers 

across the globe are involves in the 

cloud. There is a chance that cloud 

providers may face difficulty in 

detecting bugs in cloud environment 

[72] 

17 Difficult intruder (malicious user) DID Cloud services are being accessed by 
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detection (AC) different customers around the globe 

and through various devices. There 

may be a chance that it is difficult to 

detect intruder [72] 

18 Service disruption by provider/ loss 

of business (A) 

SD Cloud breakdown may leads to 

interruption of business operations and 

unavailability of cloud services, or 

cloud resource capacity may be 

insufficient. This effects the business of 

the organization [67] [73, 74] 

   Table 5: Risks and Security Attributes from Literature Review 

 
 

List of counter measures for identified risks 

S/N Risks 

Short 

Name 

 

                               Counter Measures 

1 UMD Using certified Third parties and Secret Key Sharing techniques 

[48, 49] 

2 DT Usage of encryption techniques like Yao’s and Gentry’s approach 

[50, 51, 52] 

3 MA Employing cloud firewall and IDS [53, 54] 

4 DOSA Installing IDS like SNORT, at the virtual machines running over 

the internet.[55, 56] 

5 LODS Firewall should be installed on the cloud side which allows the 

authenticated customers to define rules in order to stop data 

segregation. [57, 58] 

6 UAD Using strong authentication system with encrypted data 

transmission. Using Privacy manager softwares both on user side 

and cloud provider side. [59, 60] 

7 DI Usage of homomorphic token techniques with distributed 

verification of erasure-coded data. [61] 

8 ED Usage of strong encryption techniques for data transfer. [56, 62] 

9 IAA Using SET (Secure Electronic Transaction), IDA (ID anonymity), 

PPID (privacy preserved ID) protocols for secure authentication 

and authorization. [63, 64, 65] 

10 IDS Encrypted cloud storage, adding fake data to original data so that 

the original content cannot be identified, reducing the amount of 

information the cloud server can extract and post processing the 

results at client side, DRM (digital rights management) or code 

obfuscation techniques. [66, 67, 68] 

11 CPE Encrypted cloud storage, DRM (digital rights management) 

technique. [66, 69] 
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12 PA Employ proactive monitoring to detect unauthorized activity, 

Understand cloud provider security policies and SLAs. [64, 69] 

13 AD Using auditing guideline like SAS 70, SOX, HIPPA, FISMA, 

NIST, FIPS. [64, 69, 70] 

14 IIA Employ strong security model of cloud provider interfaces, strong 

authentication and access controls are implemented in concert with 

encrypted transmission, Understanding the dependency chain 

associated with the API. [69] 

15 RLI Clear agreement should be made in SLAs. [67, 71] 

16 BD Each module, component and their contents should be carefully 

verified and accredited before putting into cloud service. [72] 

17 DID Each module, component and their contents should be carefully 

verified and accredited before putting into cloud service. [72] 

18 SD Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty should be 

imposed. [67, 73, 74] 

Table 6: Counter Measures for risks 

 

3.4 DISCUSSION 
We (authors) have been used to plot the research work related to our goal, so we had chosen 

Literature review. In this literature review we had uniquely tried with each of search keywords in 

which there are no relevant hits. Finally we have assumed the cloud computing risks may occur 

during the process of cloud outsourcing and tried with the relevant keywords and formulated the 

search string presented in chapter 3. 

From the search string we had chosen five databases, where we got a lot of hits in which a very few 

were related at last and we had extracted the data which has been discussed in the section 3.1.2. From 

the data we have received single activity for RQ1, handover process where the description is stated in 

results section in chapter 3. 

Secondly the RQ2 we have got 18 risks in which a clear description is given in the tables 3 and 

created short names for risks in table 3 to make ease of presenting in final analysis. The counter 

measures are also described by next following table 4 in which we have stated single counter measure 

for each risk due to which we have put limitations for presenting more counter measures for each risk. 

This might not be the actual overcoming method for the risk but this counter measure can definitely 

make an option for overcoming the respective risk. The remaining risks are gathered through 

interviews in next chapter where continues from risk number 19 and a clear table is plotted in chapter 

4. We have used this risk for survey to calculate the probability of occurrence and impact to know the 

severity of risk level and cost affect of the counter measure applied for stated risk.   
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4. INTERVIEWS  
In this section we present the interviews conducted with industrial practitioners to know the list of 

activities and risks involved in Cloud Outsourcing. Results of literature review are combined with that 

of interview results to get complete answers for research questions 1 and 2. 

4.1 INTERVIEW EXECUTION  
In our current study, we used qualitative approach to conduct interviews. A qualitative interview has 

no restrictions in their structure and also there is no restrictive control while conducting qualitative 

interviews [32].  Also, a qualitative interview is a medium by which researchers can collect the 

meanings and central themes of the area of their research [33]. Interview was designed by following 

the guidelines suggested by Kvale [33] which consists of seven stages. 

 Thematizing 

 Designing 

 Interviewing 

 Transcribing 

 Analyzing 

 Verifying and  

 Reporting 

4.1.1 THEMATIZING  
Initially it is important to notify the interviewee about our study and to introduce them about the aims 

and purpose of the interview. We have contacted the interviewees in advance by email to introduce 

them about our study, aims, purpose of the interview and expected results of our study.  

4.1.2 DESIGNING  
The quality of the interview results is dependent on the way of carrying interviews [34]. Hence the 

interviews should be designed and conducted with attention and great effort. We designed interviews 

in a semi structured way which consists of both open and closed ended questions. Open ended 

questions were discussed and closed ended questions were enquired with the interviewee. Depending 

on the nature of the question the conversation may expand and may result in new questions. Initial set 

of interview questions were provided in the appendix. 

4.1.2.1 INTERVIEWEE SELECTION  

In order to obtain valuable information from the interviews it is highly important to select the 

appropriate personnel. Interviewee’s organizational positions were to be project manager or Chief 

Technical Officer (CTO) or Chief Information Officer (CIO) since these persons involve in 

outsourcing related tasks and can provide us relevant information. An Informed Consent was sent to 

the participants to inform about their voluntary participation in the interviews. Predefined interview 

techniques [35] were followed while conducting interviews. An interviewer should talk less and listen 

more in order to gather valuable information. Interviews were conducted by two authors of this study 

where one takes notes and the other asks questions and leads the interview [35]. 
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4.1.3 INTERVIEWING  
As cloud computing is recently under emerging and yet to be implemented more we found difficulties 

in gathering interviews from the appropriate personnel. Firstly we have contacted 15 professionals 

regarding interviews and received one reply among them. Some of the remaining did not find time for 

interviews as they were busy with their work and some were new to their profession.  

For the one interview response we received, we have provided interviewee with a brief description 

about the context of the interview, purpose of the interview, format of the questions and possible 

outcomes of the study. 

We thought it would be better and can add some more results if we could interview one more person 

and thus contacted an employee from India. 

4.1.3.1 INTERVIEWEE BACKGROUND  

As outsourcing through cloud is very less in practice it is highly difficult to find the appropriate 

personnel for interviews. In total, we have two interviews from two different companies, one from 

India and one from Sweden. Detailed information about the interviewees is presented below. 

INTERVIEWEE 1, Avalon Innovation 

 Avalon Innovation was founded in 1997 which is a leading consultant company in Sweden. It has 

branches in Sweden, Denmark and Norway. Avalon Innovation provides solutions for business, 

system and product development in various kinds of business sectors. Avalon Innovation uses Google 

Cloud (Google App Engine) to provide solutions for its customers and has three main business areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 1: Interviewee 1, Avalon Innovation  
The interviewee from Avalon Innovation is Business Unit Manager and has 24 years of work 

experience and 6 years of work experience in Avalon Innovation and 3 years of working experience in 

the field of Cloud Outsourcing.  

INTERVIEWEE 2, ABC ORGANIZATION  

Interviewee 2 is from India and is working in a highly reputed software organization which is located 

in India. This organization has several clients from all over India and in many parts of the US, and it 

uses Cloud for its business purpose and to outsource small tasks via the internet. He has 8 years of 

work experience in this organization and is a project manager and 1 year of working experience in the 

field of Cloud Outsourcing. It has many areas of business like Engineering products and services, 

Materials, Services, Energy, Consumer products, Chemicals and Information technology and 

communications is one among those major business areas. 

Avalon Innovation 

Information Systems PLM Product Development 
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4.1.4 TRANSCRIBING  
There are several methods available for transcribing the interview data. We have conducted two 

interviews in which one is direct face to face interview and the other is via telephone. We have used 

two methods for data collection during interviews. One is tape recording and the other is taking notes. 

We have recorded the interviews in order to not to miss any single piece of information. Parallelly, a 

written note is also taken regarding the important points and new questions that are framed instantly 

during the interviews. Interviews are conducted by two authors in which one lead the interview and 

the other author acted as inscriber. 

4.1.5 ANALYSIS  
After transcribing the interview data, they are gathered and is analyzed. Analyzing the data is a 

process of evaluating the recorded data in order to extract the knowledge in the form of text. Many 

researchers suggested different data analysis methods like Typology by Lofland et. Al. [36], 

Grounded Theory by Strauss et. Al [37], Analytic Induction by Katz et.al [38], Logical 

analysis/Matrix analysis by Miles et. Al [39], Narrative Analysis by Catherine K. Reisman [40], 

Condensation, Categorization, interpretation and ad hoc meaning generation, structuring through 

narratives by Kvale [33].  

In our thesis we have used Notice – Think – Read – Collect – Think on things analysis method 

suggested by John V. Seidel [41] for interview data analysis.  

4.1.6 VALIDATING  
We have asked the interviewees to fill in the interview questionnaire and mail them back to us, after 

finishing the interview. This is done in order to avoid any kind of misleading in the interview data 

analysis thereafter. These mailed transcripts are referred further in case of any ambiguity in between 

the authors while analyzing the interview data.  

4.1.7 REPORTING  
It is the final stage of the process of conducting an interview in which a report is generated consisting 

of the results and which contributes to the area of our research. 

4.2 DATA ANALYSIS  
After completing interviews according to the sequential steps stated above, raw data is obtained. This 

raw data is gathered and is to be analyzed using some of the existing data analysis methods in order to 

produce meaningful data and into an understandable form of explanation and interpretation. Among 

the various existing qualitative data analysis methods we have chosen Notice – Think – Read – 

Collect – Think on things approach as suggested by Seidel [41]. Seidel [41] explained this method of 

data analysis by a model which consists of three parts namely Noticing, Collecting and Thinking 

about interesting things. These three parts are interconnected cyclically as shown below. 
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     Figure2: Data Analysis method 

 

Noticing: Breaking up research materials into pieces or units. 

Collecting: Means sorting and sifting the separated research material. 

Thinking: Thinking in order to reconstruct the data into meaningful form. 

In this method of Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA), the three main steps are Noticing, Collecting and 

Thinking. It does not mean this method simply has these three characteristics rather this method of 

QDA is Iterative (Progressive), Recursive and also Holographic (contains the entire process). While 

thinking about things during analysis, we notice new things and we began to collect them and think 

about these new things. Thus it is iterative and progressive. While noticing things about one part, it 

can call us back to another new thing and thereby it is recursive. While thinking about a thing, we 

mentally noticed about other new things and collected them. Thus it is holographic [41, 42]. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Notice Things 

Collect Things Think about things 
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4.3 INTERVIEW RESULTS  
The following are results obtained from the interviews that we have conducted. 

 

4.3.1 ACTIVITIES INVOLVED DURING CLOUD OUTSOURCING 
 

a. SELECTING THE RIGHT CLOUD 

The company, which wants to outsource a particular task into the cloud, first identifies the task, which 

it wants to outsource. After getting ready with the task that it wants to outsource, it then selects the 

appropriate cloud in which it is going to outsource. 

 

b. SIGNING THE CONTRACT WITH THE CLOUD 

After identification (or selecting) of the right cloud, which the company intends to outsource, it then 

contacts the cloud management in order to make a contract regarding the task outsourcing. In this step 

the company makes a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the cloud management in which all the 

agreements like the time duration of cloud usage, legal agreements, company’s requ irements for the 

unfinished task, time to deliver the finished task, company’s data privacy and security, amount to be 

paid for the work done, etc. are made.  

 

c. TO HANDOVER THE TASK TO THE CLOUD 

In this step, after making the SLA, the company gets ready with the task and keeps it in the cloud for 

storage. Requirements for the task, pre conditions to be met for working on the task, technology to be 

used in the task, and many other company’s requirements are documented and handled along with 

task. Freelancers who are interested in working on this task and who are qualified for working on it 

can retrieve it from the cloud. Organizations after handing over the task to the cloud deposit partial (or 

full) payment to the cloud, in order to make the cloud provider (management) believe that their client 

is reliable and also to proceed further in processing the client’s request. They also ask the e-freelancer 

about the amount they are expecting in order to complete a particular task chosen by the e-freelancer. 

This is already being stated by the organization in the document handled along with the task. 

 

d. INITIATING THE CLOUD PROCESS 

After the task handover to the cloud, the cloud management ‘initiates the process’ (starting to work on 

client’s request). The task is ready for viewing by the e-freelancers, on the cloud website. Now, e-

freelancers can view the task and can apply for working on it based in their interest. An e-freelancer 

while applying for a task states the amount he/she is expecting in order to complete the task. 

 

e. SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE E-FREELANCERS 

Proposal for working on various tasks by several e-freelancers is received in the cloud. These 

proposals are considered by the company and are filtered according to the task’s requirements. The 

document containing the pre conditions to meet is used as reference for filtering the received 

proposals. This is the same document which is already present with the task description (see activity 

‘C’). After this, the amount expected by each e-freelancer is considered among the filtered ones. E-

freelancer who is expecting the least amount among them is selected and the task is handed over to 

him/her to start working on it.  
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f. ASSIGNING WORK TO E-FREELANCERS 

Among the filtered proposals of e-freelancers, the appropriate one is selected and the task is released 

by the cloud to the e-freelancer to work on it. E-Freelancer here can be a freelancing company and the 

task can be worked out among the group of e-freelancers in a single freelancing company. 

 

g. RECEIVING THE COMPLETED TASK FROM E-FREELANCERS 

After working on the task, the e-freelancer or may be e-freelancing company submits back the task to 

the cloud. Company, which outsourced the task, verifies the submitted task by the e-freelancer and 

then decides whether to release the payment or to suggest back some modifications to be made to the 

task. 

 

h. AFTER COMPLETION OF WORK, REMOVE THE TASK 

After successful completion of the task by the e-freelancer and by satisfying the company with the 

work done, the cloud releases payment to the e-freelancer and then removes the task from the cloud. 

Hereafter the task is no more available for the viewers on the internet. 

 

4.3.2 RISKS INVOLVED DURING CLOUD OUTSOURCING 
 

The following are the risks associated with Cloud Outsourcing that we have obtained through 

interviews. 

 

 One of the interviewee said, “Developer tools provided by cloud are not so developed (pre 

matured), low functioning now”. E-freelancer who is using cloud infrastructure for 

developing the given task does not have high-end developer tools. Available developer tools 

are not so advanced and are pre matured. The counter measure provided by him is to provide 

high end and matured developing tools by cloud providers. 

 

 Risk involved when you are new and quite inexperienced as there is no help for you now. It 

means when the company is new for the field of CO there is more likely for the company to 

get into trouble like understanding the process of CO, selecting the right cloud, task handover 

to the cloud and may mislead in the entire process. The possible counter measure provided by 

the interviewee is that the company should gain some basic knowledge regarding CO before 

entering into Cloud based development. 

 

 Data breach, in case of small companies it is risky as they might shut down the cloud 

suddenly. Where as in case of big companies they have to approach their clients and should 

sign a new contract with new regulations if they are going to change the cloud or if they are 

about to shut down the cloud. The possible counter measure provided by the interviewee is 

that the company should make sure in contract that it is not going to happen.  

 

 Risk if you are a free user of cloud services since they will not provide their full services to 

clients. In order to get full and complete services from the cloud provider the companies have 

to pay for the cloud services and hence there is less chance of falling into risks associated by 

cloud services. The possible counter measure provided by the interviewee is that the company 

should use paid services instead of free services to avoid this problem. 
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 Security related issues, One of the interviewee said that he faced some security risks related to 

his company’s data confidentiality. He has no idea about where his data is being stored and 

has issues relating to access to his data by any unauthorized parties over the Internet. 

 

 Misuse of data by e-freelancer: One of the interviewee said that the data which has given to 

the e-freelancer for working out might sometimes be misused by the e-freelancer by selling 

the data to other organizations or by publishing it to the internet without the prior permissions 

of the data owners. If this has done then the company experiences huge loss and it becomes a 

threat to the company. As a counter measure the interviewee suggested that legal action 

should be taken on the e-freelancer and relevant counter measure (which is best suitable in 

organization’s perspective) should be taken on the e-freelancer who has done it. He also 

suggested that it is important that before handing over the data to the e-freelancer a prior 

security measure (which is best suitable in organization’s perspective) should be taken such 

that the e-freelancer should not be able to do such things. 

 Time to deliver the project: Sometimes there might be delays made by the e-freelancer or 

freelancing companies in delivering the completed work back to the cloud. If this happens 

then it affects the schedule of the company. As a counter measure a prior notice should be 

given to the e-freelancer before some time to the deadline such that it reminds them and the 

work can be done in time. 

 Termination by e-freelancer or e-freelancing company: During the work by the e-

freelancers or e-freelancing companies, there may be a case that the e-freelancer or 

freelancing company might terminate in between which results in uncompleted work. If this 

happens, then the company, which outsourced the task, might face loss of both time and 

money. E-freelancer escapes without any risk where as the company here gets into loss. As a 

counter measure a clear agreement should be made before contracting the data to the e-

freelancer and the cloud. If the agreement violation has been done in case, then legal action 

should be taken and relevant penalty should be imposed in the concerned parties. 

 

 

S/N 

  

                Risks 

Short 

Name 

of 

risks 

 

                Counter Measures 

19 Misuse of data by e-freelancer MDF Legal action should be taken and 

relevant penalty should be imposed 

20 Time to deliver a task/project TDT A prior notice and timely reminders 

should be given to E-

freelancer/freelancing Company 

21 Termination by E-

freelancer/freelancing Company 

TF A clear contract should be made by 

company or by Cloud service provider to 

overcome such risk 

 

Table 7: Risks and Counter Measures from Interviews 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
 

Interviews were conducted with two practitioners in order to elicitate the sequence of activities and 

risks involved in the process of cloud outsourcing. Interview questionnaire shown in section was 

asked to the interviewees. The above two sections which include the sequence of steps and risks that 

occur during the process of cloud outsourcing are the responses gather red from both the interviewees. 

One of the interviewee is from Avalon Innovation from Sweden and has 24 years of work experience. 

Another interviewee is from India and has 8years of work experience. 

 

Above are the eight activities that are gathered from the interviews. Individually each respondent did 

not mention these eight activities where as those eight activities are the mixture of responses from the 

two interviewees. Cloud outsourcing process described in this thesis is a very new idea and is about to 

be implemented widely in upcoming years. Due to this reason we are unable to find the real time 

experience. Avalon Innovation is a leading consultant company, which uses Google Cloud (Google 

App Engine) to provide business solutions to its customers. Hence we contacted the business unit 

manager from Avalon Innovation and based on his experience we have gathered some of the 

activities, which are mostly in relevant with the process of cloud outsourcing.  

 

Upon conducting the interviews the respondents provided us with the risks they have been facing 

during their work. Risks they provided like, low end developer tools, inexperienced personnel, data 

breach, risk with free usage of cloud services and security risks related to cloud services are the those 

which are been faced by the respondents. These risks may not be originally related to the process of 

cloud based outsourcing but as per the sayings of interviewees they may occur or likely to be occurred 

during the process of cloud outsourcing.  
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5. SURVEY 
We have conducted a survey in order to identify the level of occurrence of a risk, impact of the risk 

occurrence and the cost effect due to the occurrence of particular risk. Through interviews, we have 

gathered some of the activities implemented and risks occurred during the process of cloud 

outsourcing. Where as in this survey we intend to find out the probability of occurrence of each of the 

risk we identified through interviews. Our further aim is to conduct a risk analysis for the possible 

risks in cloud outsourcing. For this to be done, we need the risks with their probability of occurrence 

and their impact on the cloud outsourcing. This can be done only through survey in which we can get 

more number of responses than by other research methods like experiments, case studies or 

ethnographies. Experiments and case studies need an in-depth analysis regarding an organization and 

its practices. For our current study, we need only rating on the occurrence of risk and their impact. 

Hence we have selected survey. 

5.1 SURVEY DESIGN 
In our survey there are 25 questions in total including demographic questions and questions related to 

our research. In the literature review we conducted in this thesis, we have got no information related 

to our study. Sequence of activities involved in the process of cloud outsourcing or risks involved in 

cloud outsourcing are stated nowhere in the literature. This has become a drawback for us in framing 

the survey questionnaire. By the support of interviews we have conducted, we extracted few activities 

and few risks which helped in framing few questions in our survey. 

The survey we have conducted is a web based survey. Web based survey is found to be the best 

option for gathering the desired results by circulating the survey world wide using the internet. 

Participants from various parts of the world can participate in this survey based on the eligibility 

requirements. We have described the requirements for participating at the beginning of the survey. 

Fluidsurvey.com is the interface we have chosen to design our survey.  

Our survey has 25 questions in total. Apart from demographic questions, remaining questions are the 

risks occurred in cloud outsourcing. Our aim is to gather the information related to the probability of 

occurrence of the risks, the impact level and the cost effect. Each question has three entities to be 

answered. First one is the probability of occurrence of a risk, second one is the impact of occurrence 

of that particular risk. In the third entity we provide the participant with the appropriate counter 

measure and ask the participant to rate the level of cost effect (amount incurred in implementing the 

relevant counter measure). 

By this survey we are about to gather the answers for our research question 3 (RQ3). The results of 

the survey includes the participant rating of, 

1) Risks based on the probability of its occurrence 

2) Impact level based on the effect caused by the risk and 

3) Level of cost incurred by implementing the suggested counter measure. 
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5.1.1 QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION 
We have conducted a global survey online by sending the questionnaire to various practitioners 

working on the area cloud computing. We have found the relevant candidates eligible for the survey 

via groups in LinkedIn, Google, Yahoo and many other social networking sites and blogs. 

 

5.1.2 PILOT SURVEY 
We have conducted a pilot survey with one of the practitioner in order to know the understandability 

and accuracy of the questionnaire we have prepared. Based on the responses received by the survey 

candidate, we have modified our survey questions. The responses from the candidate are mainly on 

the understandability of the survey questions. So we have modified and made our questionnaire 

understandable, based on the responses from the pilot survey candidate. This process of response from 

the candidate and modification of the questionnaire took place in two iterations.  

5.2 SURVEY RESULTS 
In this section we describe the results obtained in our survey. In total we have 49 responses. Among 

them 32 respondents filled the questionnaire completely and 17 are partial responses. The responses in 

which the questionnaires are not complete ly filled are ignored and are not included in the result 

analysis. All the respondents who answered our survey questionnaire are experienced in cloud 

computing. Detailed analysis for two of the survey questions are shown below. As we have more 

number of questions in our survey, it is messy to describe the process for each and every question as 

the description for all the survey questions holds same. First we describe demographic questions and 

then we describe two of the questions on risks in our survey. 

1) What is your designation in the company/organization? 

 

         Response                          Percentages                       Count 

        Management                          19%                                  6  

        Technical                               68%                                 22 

        Administration                      13%                                   4  

                                           Total Responses                           32 

 
2) How many years of work experience do you have on cloud computing? 
 

 

Response Chart Percentages Count 

0-2 Years   34% 11 
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2.1-5 Years   50% 16 

5+ Years   15% 5 

                                                    Total Responses                                                 32 

 

34% of the respondents have 0-2 years of work experience and 50% of the respondents have 2-5 years 
of experience and 15% of the respondents have more than 5 years of experience.  Majority of the 
respondents who answered our survey questionnaire are of 2-5 years of work experience. 

 

3) How many employees work in your company/organization? 

Response Chart Percentage Count 

1-50 employees   16% 5 

51-100 employees   34% 11 

101-500 employees   41% 13 

500+ employees   9% 3 

 Total Responses 32 

 
16% of respondents have not more than 50 employees in the company, while 34% have 51-100 

employees, 41% have 100-500 employees and remaining 9% have more than 500 employees in 

company/organization. From the above result the majority of respondents answered have 101-500 

employees in company/organization. 

 

4) What type of cloud is being used in your company/organization? 

Response Chart Percentage Count 

Public   41% 13 

Private   41% 13 

Hybrid   19% 6 

 Total Responses 32 

 
41% are using public cloud and same as 41% respondents are using private cloud and remaining 19% 

are using hybrid cloud. So from majority of respondents are using public and private cloud in the 

company/organization.  

 
 

5) Unauthorized modification of data in the cloud 
 1           2           3           4           5           Total 

Responses 

Probability of 

occurrence 

2 (6%) 17 (53%) 8 (25%) 4 (12%) 1 (3%) 32 
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Impact 2 (6%) 5 (16%) 16 (50%) 9 (28%) 0 (0%) 32 

For this risk we have asked our survey participants about the probability of its occurrence, Impact 
level of its occurrence and cost effect for implementing the preferred counter measure. Under the 
question there are responses we have obtained. For Probability of occurrence majority (53%) of 
respondents replied its occurrence as 2 (low-medium). Hence the probability of occurrence for this 
risk is 2. And the impact caused upon occurrence of this risk is 3 (medium), which is answered by 
50% of the respondents.  
 

CM: Using certified Third parties and Secret Key Sharing techniques 
 1           2           3           4           5           Total 

Responses 

Cost 1 (3%) 2 (6%) 20 (62%) 7 (22%) 2 (6%) 32 

Similarly the cost effect upon implementing the prescribed counter measure is 3 (medium) which is 
answered by majority (62%) of respondents.  
 

The description holds the same way for all the questions in the survey. Remaining responses which 

are not described here are kept in the appendix.  

 

 

5.3 RISK ANALYSIS 
For conducting the risk analysis we have used the methodology of standard risk analysis [9]. This type 

of risk analysis has five steps to be implemented. In the first step the assets of the system need to be 

identified. System assets are the things that need to be protected and these can be physical or 

imaginary. Second step involves the identification of risks or threats that can occur to the identified 

assets of the system. In third step, probability of occurrence and the impact of occurrence of each 

identified risks are estimated. In fourth step, risk values and priority values are calculated for the 

identified values in step 3. Risk value can be obtained by multiplying the probability of occurrence 

with impact for each of the identified risk. Priority value is obtained by dividing the obtained risk 

value with the cost effect value. In the fifth step, priorities are arranged according to the order and the 

risk with highest priority is considered and the relevant counter measure is implemented. 

The process of risk analysis is described below in stepwise. 

System assets here in our case are Organizations’ hardware assets, organizations’ data, and cloud 

providers’ hardware assets.  

This step involves the identification of threats or risks to the above stated system assets. We have 

identified the risks to theses system assets using literature review and by interviewing some 

practitioners. In total we have identified 21 risks. Then the risks are prioritized using the survey and 

the priority and impact values are obtained. In survey, we have ranked the risk occurrence and impact 

on a five-point scale ranging from low, low-medium, medium, medium-high and high. After this we 

have calculated the risk values, which are obtained by multiplying the values of probability of 

occurrence and impact. Then the cost effect values are obtained by the same previous survey and then 

priority values are calculated by dividing risk values with the corresponding cost values. The risks and 

their probability and impact values are shown in the table below. 

Risk Value = Probability of occurrence * Impact  
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S/N 

              

                          Risks 

Short 

Name of 

Risks 

 

Prob. 

 

Impact 

 

Risk 

Value 

1 Unauthorized modification of data in 

the cloud  

UMD 2 3 6 

2 Data theft due to unencrypted data  DT 4 2 8 

3 Malware attacks  MA 3 2 6 

4 Unavailability of Cloud services due to 

Denial of service attacks  

DOSA 3 5 15 

5 Lack of data segregation  LODS 4 4 16 

6 Unauthorized access to data in the 

cloud  

UAD 4 4 16 

7 Data inconsistency caused due to 

interfacing with internal systems which 

are not in cloud and due to dynamic 

data update by different customers  

DI 2 4 8 

8 Eavesdropping (data interception) ED 4 3 12 

9 Inadequate authentication and 

authorization  

IAA 4 5 20 

10 Insecure data storage in cloud  IDS 4 4 16 

11 Cloud provider espionage (Theft by 

cloud provider)  

CPE 2 2 4 

12 Phishing attack PA 3 3 9 

13 Audit difficulty AD 2 3 6 

14 Insecure Interfaces and APIs IIA 5 4 20 

15 Regulatory and legal issues RLI 4 4 16 

16 Difficult bugs detection BD 3 3 9 

17 Difficult intruder (malicious user) 

detection 

DID 3 4 12 

18 Service disruption by provider/ loss of 

business 

SD 5 4 20 

19 Misuse of data by e-freelancer MDF 2 2 4 

20 Time to deliver a task/project TDT 3 3 9 

21 Termination by E-

freelancer/freelancing Company 

TF 2 2 4 

    Table8: Risk values 

To calculate the priority we use [Priority = (Risk value)/Cost] 

Below the counter measures have been presented according to the S/N in the above table and priority 

has been calculated in below table.  
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Short 

Name 

of 

Risks 

                      Counter Measures Risk 

Value 

Cost Priority 

UMD Using certified Third parties and Secret Key Sharing 

techniques 

6 3 2 

DT Usage of encryption techniques like Yao’s and 

Gentry’s approach 

8 4 2 

MA Employing cloud firewall and IDS 6 3 2 

DOSA Installing IDS like SNORT, at the virtual machines 

running over the internet 

15 4 3.75 

LODS Firewall should be installed on the cloud side which 

allows the authenticated customers to define rules in 

order to stop data segregation 

16 3 5.33 

UAD Using strong authentication system with encrypted 

data transmission. Using Privacy manager software’s 

both on user side and cloud provider side 

16 4 4 

DI Usage of homomorphic token techniques with 

distributed verification of erasure-coded data 

8 2 4 

ED Usage of strong encryption techniques for data 

transfer 

12 3 4 

IAA Using SET (Secure Electronic Transaction), IDA (ID 

anonymity), PPID (privacy preserved ID) protocols 

for secure authentication and authorization 

20 4 5 

IDS Encrypted cloud storage, adding fake data to original 

data so that the original content cannot be identified , 

reducing the amount of information the cloud server 

can extract and post processing the results at client 

side, DRM (digital rights management) or code 

obfuscation techniques 

16 3 5.33 

CPE Encrypted cloud storage, DRM (digital rights 

management) technique 

4 4 1 

PA Employ proactive monitoring to detect unauthorized 

activity, Understand cloud provider security policies 

and SLAs 

9 2 4.5 

AD Using auditing guideline like SAS 70, SOX, HIPPA, 

FISMA, NIST, FIPS 

6 4 1.5 

IIA Employ strong security model of cloud provider 

interfaces, strong authentication and access controls 

are implemented in concert with encrypted 

transmission, Understanding the dependency chain 

20 4 5 
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associated with the API 

RLI Clear agreement should be made in SLAs 16 3 5.33 

BD Each module, component and their contents should 

be carefully verified and accredited before putting 

into cloud service 

9 3 3 

DID Each module, component and their contents should 

be carefully verified and accredited before putting 

into cloud service 

12 3 4 

SD Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty 

should be imposed 

20 1 20 

MDF Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty 

should be imposed 

4 1 4 

TDT A prior notice and timely reminders should be given 

to E-freelancer/freelancing Company 

9 1 9 

TF A clear contract should be made by company or by 

Cloud service provider to overcome such risk 

4 1 4 

    Table 9: Priority values 

From the above tables we have observed the calculation of Risk value and Priority from the obtained 

interview respondents. Here we have removed the risks, which have a Risk value under 8 because the 

risk value below 8 cannot be more affected during the process of cloud outsourcing. Remaining risks 

and counter measures have been arranged in order of priority level which high comes first and the low 

priority level comes last shown in below table. 

Reason for taking the threshold value as 8 is given here. 

We have taken the scaling for rating in the survey from 1-5. 1 is for low, 2 is for low-medium, 3 is for 

medium, 4 is for medium to high and 5 is for high. Risk value is obtained by multiplying probability 

of occurrence with the impact of occurrence. The possible combinations include probability of 

occurrence as 1 and the impact ranging from 1-5. In this case, the risk values will be from 1,2,3,4 and 

5. For probability of occurrence as 2, and the impact ranging from 1-5; risk values will be 2,4,6,8 and 

10. Risk values 2,4 and 6 are not considered in the final set of risks as the probability of occurrence is 

2 (low-medium) and the impact caused is 1 (low), 2 (low-medium) and 3 (medium) respectively. 

Similarly, for probability of occurrence 3 (medium), and impact 1 (low), 2 (low-medium); riak values 

are 3 and 6 respectively. We have discarded these values below 8 because even if they had occurred 

they will not cause much damage. Similarly for probability of occurrence 4 and impact values 1 and 

2; and for probability 5 and impact value 1.  

 

Risks 

(Short 

Name) 

                        

                          Counter measure 

 

Priority 

SD Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty 

should be imposed 

20 

TDT A prior notice and timely reminders should be given to 

E-freelancer/freelancing Company 

9 
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RLI Clear agreement should be made in SLAs 5.33 

IDS Encrypted cloud storage, adding fake data to original 

data so that the original content cannot be identified, 

reducing the amount of information the cloud server 

can extract and post processing the results at client 

side, DRM (digital rights management) or code 

obfuscation techniques 

5.33 

LODS Firewall should be installed on the cloud side which 

allows the authenticated customers to define rules in 

order to stop data segregation 

5.33 

IAA Using SET (Secure Electronic Transaction), IDA (ID 

anonymity), PPID (privacy preserved ID) protocols 

for secure authentication and authorization 

5 

IIA Employ strong security model of cloud provider 

interfaces, strong authentication and access controls 

are implemented in concert with encrypted 

transmission, Understanding the dependency chain 

associated with the API 

5 

PA Employ proactive monitoring to detect unauthorized 

activity, Understand cloud provider security policies 

and SLAs 

4.5 

UAD Using strong authentication system with encrypted 

data transmission. Using Privacy manager software’s 

both on user side and cloud provider side 

4 

DI Usage of homomorphic token techniques with 

distributed verification of erasure-coded data 

4 

ED Usage of strong encryption techniques for data 

transfer 

4 

DID Each module, component and their contents should be 

carefully verified and accredited before putting into 

cloud service 

4 

DOSA Installing IDS like SNORT, at the virtual machines 

running over the internet 

3.75 

BD Each module, component and their contents should be 

carefully verified and accredited before putting into 

cloud service 

3 

DT Usage of encryption techniques like Yao’s and 

Gentry’s approach 

2 

   Table 10: Final set of risks according to priority values 

 

Though we have various sub groups for the demographic questions in our survey, we have made those 

sub groups still lesser in order to present our results in a smooth way. So, we have made the 

experience of employees into two sub groups namely 0-2years experience and >2 years of experience. 
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For the designation of employees we have made our new sub groups as Technical and Non-technical 

members. For size of the company we have made new sub groups as 1-100 and >100. 

For the risk Service disruption by provider/ loss of business (SD), probability of occurrence is 5, 

which is given by maximum number of respondents (10) from the total responses (32). In the same 

way impact and cost values are taken as 5 and 4 respectively, which are the maximum number of 

responses among the total responses. Here we have considered the factor 'maximum number of 

responses' from the total survey responses in order to find the probability of occurrence, impact and 

cost values. Reason for taking the majority values is that this method is done based on Peltier’s 

standard risk analysis. In Peltier risk analysis, a group of people sits in a place and their responses are 

collected. Among them the majority responses given by the people is selected as the standard and the 

discussion will be proceeding further into loops until all the decisions of the respondents are alike. But 

here in our survey we cannot carry out further loops as the respondents are from several locations and 

it is a global survey. So we have selected the majority responses as the standard value. The total 32 

responses from the survey include responses given by the participants of experience less than 2 years, 

greater than or equal to 2 years, participants from the companies of size 1-100 employees, participants 

from the companies of size >=100 employees, participants who are from the technical wing and 

participants from management side. For further analysis we have made the respondents into sub 

groups. They are: 

 

 Respondents with <2 years experience  

 Respondents with >= 2 years of experience  

 Respondents from companies with <100 employees (Small Scale Enterprises) 

 Respondents from companies with >=100 employees (Medium and Large Scale Enterprises) 

 Respondents from Technical side and  

 Respondents from non technical side  

 

We have not investigated the responses deeply into the sub groups as we are mainly concentrated on 

finding the activities and risks involved in Cloud Outsourcing. 

But, our results may vary accordingly if the investigation and anlaysis is carried out deeply based on 

the sub groups. For example, considering the risk SD, the probability of occurrence, impact and cost 

values are the maximum voted values from the total number of respondents. If we look deeper into the 

responses based in the sub groups the results mary vary. This is explained below. 

 

The responses for probability of occurrence for the risk SD, by different sub groups are classified as 

shown below 

 

 

Q22 (SD)  Selected Probability - 5 (10) 

0-2 years experience 1 (1)  2 (1) 3 (1) 4 (0) 5 (2) 
>=2  years 
experience 1 (2) 2 (7) 3 (6) 4 (4) 5 (8) 
1-100 employees 1 (1) 2 (6) 3 (4) 4 (2) 5 (3) 

>100 employees 1 (2) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (2) 5 (7) 

Technical staff 1 (3) 2 (6) 3 (6) 4 (3) 5 (8) 

Non technical staff 1 (0) 2 (2) 3 (1) 4 (1) 5 (2) 
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Firstly on considering the sub groups related to experience among the 5 respondents who are 

experienced less than 2 years, maximum number of people (2) responded the probability of 

occurrence as 5. And among the 27 respondents who are experienced more than 2 years, maximum 

number of people (8) responded the probability of occurrence as 5. Both the sub groups in this case 

selected probability of occurrence as 5 which do not affect the majority criteria which we have 

followed. 

 

In the sub groups <100 and >=100 employees, majority of the respondents (6) who are from the 

companies <100 employees responded with the probability of occurrence as 2. Whereas majority of 

the respondents (7) who are form the companies >=100 employees responded with the probability of 

occurrence as 5. This tells us that the probability of occurrence of the risk SD for small scale 

companies is 2 where as for medium and large scale companies it is 5. This on further investigation 

leads to the change in overall probability of occurrence. We have not investigated this because we 

concentrated mainly on elicitating the activities and risks involved during the process of CO and on 

performing a survey with the elicitated risks.  

 

In case of the sub groups technical and non technical staff, majority of the respondents (8) who are 

from technical department responded with the probability of occurrence as 5. Whereas majority of the 

respondents (2) who are from non technical side responded with the probability of occurrence as 2 

and 5. Here there is a tie between the respondents from non technical department. On further 

investigation the overall result may affect our current result. 

 

This kind of variations can also be observed when impact and cost effects are analysed according to 

sub groups. For the risk SD, these effects are negligible in case of impact and cost effects. 

Selected Impact - 5 (14) 
1 (1) 2 (0) 3 (0) 4 (1) 5 (3) 

1 (0) 2 (7) 3 (6) 4 (3) 5 (11)  
1 (1) 2 (3) 3 (4) 4 (3) 5 (5) 

1 (0) 2 (4) 3 (2) 4 (1) 5 (9) 
1 (1) 2 (4) 3 (6) 4 (3) 5 (12)  

1 (0) 2 (3) 3 (0) 4 (1) 5 (2) 
 

By observing all the responses of the survey in regarding to the sub groups, we can draw some 

interesting conclusions. As seen from the experience perspective it is not much interesting with the 

results when compared to the responses of employees who are experienced less than two years to 

those of greater than 2 years. Because the number of respondents who are experienced less than 2 

years are only 5 whereas who are experienced more than 2 years are 27. In the same way, number of 

respondents from technical field is 26 and from non technical field are only 6 in number. So 

comparison between these two sub groups will not yield interesting results as that of comparison 

between small scale companies and Small Scale Enterprises (SMEs) and large scale companies. This 

is because of equal number of respondents (16) from both categories [Small and Meduim & Large]. 

As per the division of sub groups, 1-100 employees are considered that they belong to Small Scale 

Enterprises where as >100 employees are considered as they belong to one of Medium and Large 

Scale Enterprises. 

The overall responses are categorized according to the subgroups and this is shown in an Excel sheet 

which can be found in the appendix. From this sheet let us consider one example and it is explained 

below. 
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Q12 (ED) Probability 4 (14) 

0-2 years experience 1 (1) 2 (0) 3 (2) 4 (2) 5 (0) 

>=2  years experience 1 (3) 2 (3) 3 (8) 4 (12) 5 (1) 

1-100 employees 1 (3) 2 (2) 3 (8) 4 (3) 5 (0) 

>100 employees 1 (1) 2 (1) 3 (2) 4 (11) 5 (1) 

Technical staff 1 (4) 2 (2) 3 (9) 4 (10) 5 (1) 

Non technical staff 1 (0) 2 (1) 3 (1) 4 (4) 5 (0) 

 

For the risk Eavesdropping (data interception) (ED), if we consider the responses of 1-100 employees 

category majority of the respondents selected the probability of its occurrence as 3 where as in >100 

employees category majority of respondents selected the probability of occurrence of the risk ED as 4. 

The interesting result which we can find from this analysis is that the risk probability of occurrence of 

the risk Eavesdropping is less in small scale enterprises when compared to that of Medium and large 

scale enterprises. The risk Eavesdropping is less prone to occur in small scale industries where as the 

same risk is more likely to occur in Medium and large scale industries. 

Similarly, if we proceed further with this kind of comparison between small scale and Medium & 

large scale enterprises we can draw the following results. 

 

For small scale enterprises, probability of occurrence of the following risks is low when compared to 

that of Medium and large scale enterprises. 

 Service disruption by provider/ loss of business (SD) 

 Time to deliver a task/project (TDT) 

 Regulatory and legal issues (RLI) 

 Insecure Interfaces and APIs (IIA) 

 Eavesdropping (data interception) (ED) 

 Unavailability of Cloud services due to Denial of service attacks (DOSA) 

 Data theft due to unencrypted data (DT) 

 

And the probability of occurrence of the following risks is same irrespective of the size of the 

company. 

 Lack of data segregation (LODS) 

 Inadequate authentication and authorization (IAA) 

 Insecure data storage in cloud (IDS) 

 Difficult bugs detection (BD) 

 Unauthorized access to data in the cloud (UAD) 

 Difficult intruder (malicious user) detection (DID) 

 

Similarly, as seen at the impact of the risk, the following risks have less impact on small scale 

enterprises when compared to that of SME and large scale enterprises. 

 Difficult bugs detection (BD) 

 Phishing attack (PA) 

The following risks show more impact on small enterprises than Medium and large enterprises. 

 Unauthorized access to data in the cloud (UAD) 

 Unavailability of Cloud services due to Denial of service attacks (DOSA) 

 Difficult bugs detection (BD) 
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Remaining all risks show same impact on all kind of enterprises. 

 

In case of cost required to mitigate the given counter measures, less cost is required for small 

enterprises when compared to other types, to implement the counter measure for the following risk.  

 Difficult intruder (malicious user) detection (DID) 

And high cost is required for small enterprises to implement the given counter measure for the 

following risks. 

 Phishing attack (PA) 

 Data inconsistency caused due to interfacing with internal systems which are not in cloud and 

due to dynamic data update by different customers (DI) 

 Time to deliver a task/project (TDT) 

Remaining all the counter measures costs same for all types of enterprises.  

 

5.4 DISCUSSION 
As we (authors) conducted the survey based on the risks found in literature review and interviews for 

cloud outsourcing process. But likely we have got 32 full respondents who were working on the cloud 

computing platform participated in the survey. From the demographic questions in survey we have 

concluded that majority of technical that have 101-500 employees in the company and have 

experience between 2.1-5 years, using public and private cloud responded to the probability of 

occurrence and impact level of risks and has mentioned the cost effect of presented counter measure. 

 

As the results of risk ‘Unauthorized modification of data in the cloud’ probability of occurrence is low 

to medium stated by 53% of respondents and impact level is medium stated by 50% of respondents. 

So by seeing the results of risk ‘Unauthorized modification of data in the cloud’  the probability of 

occurrence is less and if that risk can occur the impact on the process will be medium level and the 

presented counter measure for that risk is using certified third party and secret key sharing has 

medium level of cost effect to resolve the risk.  Here we can have more number of counter measures 

for one risk but we have used only single counter measure because due to decrease the scope of 

direction in cloud outsourcing process limited and have to minimize the results. We had chosen only 

single counter measure which in turn helps us by telling that counter measure is cost effective or not 

as 62% respondents have given medium cost level for given counter measure.  

 

For risk ‘Data theft due to unencrypted data’ the 41% responds that probability may be in medium to 

high, which is more important to be noticed during the process, and impact level is low to medium 

like 50% answered. Counter measure presented has been also medium to high which is more cost to 

implement if the risk occurred as 59% responded. For ‘Malware attacks’ the probability is medium as 

44% responded and impact level is low to medium as 44% answered and the counter measure given 

for ‘Malware attacks’ is medium cost affected as 49% responded. 

 

As it goes on presenting each and every individual risk may be bigger and holds similar type of 

description and we can see in appendix clearly in pictorial form which seems easy to understand and 

take few precautions during the cloud outsourcing process. By this survey most part of technical 

department in company have chosen in this level of probability and impact, but if it comes to other 

perspective like management and business oriented there is a chance of change in results which may 

be useful for business perspective where there are few respondents from management level but these 

responses are more likely based on the developer in the company which effect during the cloud 
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outsourcing process. To calculate the other possibilities and improving the results can have changes in 

the cloud outsourcing process and help a lot by doing in future work because of limited scope we have 

performed limitation during the thesis which may help at least few percent of companies by following 

this cloud outsourcing process in some way or other.     

 

In the above table, priority values of the risks range from maximum to minimum. Here we take a 

value known as threshold value, which is 8 in number. All the risks with Risk value 8 and above 8 are 

considered and are taken into the list of final risks, which are likely to be occurred during cloud 

outsourcing. Risks with risk values below 8 are neglected as they are less likely to occur and if they 

occur their impact on the process of outsourcing is less without causing any harm. In the above table 

risk number 20 has the highest priority value. This means this risk is of high priority and it has to be 

considered first. The risk is “Service disruption by provider/ loss of business” it is occurred when the 

cloud provider stops his services all of a sudden or when the cloud service provider is in loss of his 

business due to other external factors. According to Peltier risk analysis, the risks with highest priority 

value should be taken into account first and the relevant or suggested counter measure is implemented 

in order to overcome that risk for a riskless process of cloud outsourcing.  

 

From the final table we can notice the risks and counter measures, which have high priority value, 

should be considered before going in to cloud outsourcing process. Precautions should be taken by 

suggested counter measures if the risk occurred while following the process of cloud outsourcing.                    

                                    
We present our final results in the conclusion section based on these sub groups.  
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6. VALIDITY THREATS 
 
 
Validity threats are of four types as discussed by Wohlin et al [75]. They are: 

1. Internal Validity 

2. External Validity 

3. Construct validity 

4. Conclusion Validity 

Internal Validity: 

In our study we have conducted literature review in between the years 1990 to 2012. We have not 

considered the literature before 1990 and this may cause threat to our research. In order to overcome 

this threat we have done a pilot study initially using the search terms. In the results of this pilot study 

we observed that the articles we retrieved are from 1990 and further years. Therefore the chance of 

internal validity is reduced to some extent. The words ‘cloud computing’ with an AND clause in the 

search string might limit our search. We have to include those words because of unavailability of the 

literature precisely in Cloud Outsourcing 

 

External Validity: 

We have conducted interviews and an industrial survey with practitioners across the globe. During 

interviews there may be a chance that we might miss the answers given by the interviewee. To 

overcome this, we have recorded the interview in order to recheck our analysis on the interviews. By 

this we have reduced the chance of external validity to some extent. Also, during survey, there might 

be a chance that the participants may not understand the questionnaire and the terminology. In order 

to overcome this we have designed the survey with the help of our supervisor and we have used the 

terminology, which is in common use. We have also conducted a pilot test survey and with the help of 

this survey responses and the candidate’s experience we have modifies the survey questionnaire such 

that the questions are readable and easily understandable.  

 

Construct Validity 

We have conducted literature review, interviews and survey in our research. In order to complete our 

research we have to integrate the results obtained by implementing each of these methodologies. The 

raw data obtained by each of the research methods is analyzed and the data relevant to our research is 

synthesized and then it is combined all together to form a single valid data which is the result for our 

research. During this process the data is analysed and it needs relevant data analysis methods. 

Selection of the relevant methods might be a threat if we chose the irrelevant analysis method. Also, 

implementing the selected method must be done accurately otherwise it may leads to the wrong data. 

To overcome this threat we have chosen the data analysis methods wisely and implemented according 

to the prescribed steps, which are relevant to our research based on the data we have obtained by the 

respective research methods. 

 

Conclusion Validity 

In our research the outcome is a set of risks that occur during the process of cloud outsourcing. These 

set of risks are framed by the priority values they hold. Possibility of threat here is that the priority 
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values they hold might not be accurate (which are the algebraic values of probability of occurrence of 

risk, impact of occurrence and the cost impact). In order to overcome this threat we have conducted t-

test for the values obtained by surveying the risks.  
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
Cloud outsourcing is conducted in two ways namely micro and macro cloud outsourcing. Micro cloud 
outsourcing is under implementation in few organizations where as macro cloud outsourcing is yet to 
be implemented. The work we have done in this thesis is totally related to macro cloud outsourcing 
which is an initial step towards macro cloud outsourcing. 
 
We have gone through the literature for finding the sequence of steps and risks involved in the process 
of cloud outsourcing in which we have found very few. Then we conducted interviews which helped 
us to retrieve the some more data. Later a survey is being conducted on the obtained data in order to 
gather data for conducting risk analysis. We then provided the sequence of steps involved in the 
process of cloud outsourcing. The work we done in this thesis for elicitating the activities and risks is 
nowhere done and this is our initial step towards macro cloud outsourcing. The activities listed in this 
thesis may need more research as they are the set obtained with 2 interviews and very less literature 
support. Same holds for the risks and their respective counter measures. The list of risks and its 
counter measures which we presented below is the resultant of the Peltier's standard risk analysis. 
This list consists of the risks which are more likely to be occurred and which are to be mitigated first 
in order to implement safe macro cloud outsourcing. The list we presented will be helpful to such 
practitioners and companies in software industry that are willing to implement or willing to know 
about macro cloud outsourcing. By this list they will come to know the primary risks and the counter 
measures to mitigate those risks. Our work and the final list of risks and counter measures we 
generated will also be helpful to researchers and students who are seeking to have knowledge about 
macro cloud outsourcing. This is our potential contribution to the software engineering.  
 

 

Risks 

(Short 

Name) 

                        

                          Counter measure 

 

Priority 

SD Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty 

should be imposed 

20 

TDT A prior notice and timely reminders should be given to 

Freelancer/freelancing Company 

9 

RLI Clear agreement should be made in SLAs 5.33 

IDS Encrypted cloud storage, adding fake data to original 

data so that the original content cannot be identified, 

reducing the amount of information the cloud server 

can extract and post processing the results at client 

side, DRM (digital rights management) or code 

obfuscation techniques 

5.33 

LODS Firewall should be installed on the cloud side which 

allows the authenticated customers to define rules in 

order to stop data segregation 

5.33 

IAA Using SET (Secure Electronic Transaction), IDA (ID 

anonymity), PPID (privacy preserved ID) protocols 

for secure authentication and authorization 

5 

IIA Employ strong security model of cloud provider 

interfaces, strong authentication and access controls 

are implemented in concert with encrypted 

5 
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transmission, Understanding the dependency chain 

associated with the API 

PA Employ proactive monitoring to detect unauthorized 

activity, Understand cloud provider security policies 

and SLAs 

4.5 

UAD Using strong authentication system with encrypted 

data transmission. Using Privacy manager software’s 

both on user side and cloud provider side 

4 

DI Usage of homomorphic token techniques with 

distributed verification of erasure-coded data 

4 

ED Usage of strong encryption techniques for data 

transfer 

4 

DID Each module, component and their contents should be 

carefully verified and accredited before putting into 

cloud service 

4 

DOSA Installing IDS like SNORT, at the virtual machines 

running over the internet 

3.75 

BD Each module, component and their contents should be 

carefully verified and accredited before putting into 

cloud service 

3 

DT Usage of encryption techniques like Yao’s and 

Gentry’s approach 

2 

  

By using this sheet we can check easily what kind of risk may appear before going to the process and 

make an advantage of avoiding this kind of risk before the process of (macro) cloud outsourcing 

begins. 

Also we conclude that the probabilities of occurrence for several risks are different for small and 

medium & large scale enterprises as seen from perception of the size of an organization.  

RQ 4:  

MONEY AND TIME 

 
As suggested by an interviewee, 

 Reduction in development costs can be achieved using cloud outsourcing process, which 
show decrease in employee benefits of the company. 

 During the outsourcing process, the company can work out on other projects which results in 
time saving. 

These two are the opportunities which are considered are drivers towards the process of (macro) 
cloud outsourcing. 

 

7.1 FUTURE WORK 
Our investigation on cloud outsourcing and its implementation which is done in this research will be 

useful only for macro cloud outsourcing. Our work can be carried out further by investigating deeper 

into the sub groups and making the risks prioritization based on the individual sub groups. We suggest 
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implementing our work by conducting an experiment or case study on software product development 

using cloud outsourcing, which can find more risks and can calculate the lean for product 

development. This may result to reduce the price for development using this process. Few principles 

can be developed during this process for developing a new method using cloud services. 

In our research we have considered the subgroups based on the size of the company. Further, our 

work can be extended by this investigation by taking the experience and field of the employee into 

consideration which may yield results that are different from the current results in this research.  
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9. APPENDIX 
 

Survey results: 

 
1) What is your designation in the company/organization? 

 

         Response                          Percentages                       Count 
        Management                          19%                                  6  

        Technical                               68%                                 22 
        Administration                      13%                                   4 
                                           Total Responses                           32 

 
 

 
2) How many years of work experience do you have on cloud computing? 

 

 

                                                    Total Responses                                                 32 
 

 
 
3) How many employees work in your company/organization? 

Response Chart Percentage Count 

1-50 employees   16% 5 

51-100 employees   34% 11 

101-500 employees   41% 13 

500+ employees   9% 3 

 Total Responses 32 

 
 

 
4) What type of cloud is being used in your company/organization? 

Response Chart Percentage Count 

Public   41% 13 

Private   41% 13 

Response Chart Percentages Count 

0-2 Years   34% 11 

2.1-5 Years   50% 16 

5+ Years   15% 5 
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Hybrid   19% 6 

 Total Responses 32 

 

 
 
5) Unauthorized modification of data in the cloud 

 
CM: Using certified Third parties and Secret Key Sharing techniques 

 
 

 
6) Data theft due to unencrypted data 
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CM: Usage of encryption techniques like Yao’s and Gentry’s approach  
 

 
 
 

7) Malware attacks 

 

 
CM: Employing cloud firewall and IDS 
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8) Unavailability of Cloud services due to Denial of service attacks 

 

 
 
CM: Installing IDS like SNORT, at the virtual machines running over the internet. 

 

 
 
 

9) Lack of data segregation 

 

 
 
CM: Firewall should be installed on the cloud side which allows the authenticated customers 
to define rules in order to stop data segregation. 
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10) Unauthorized access to data in the cloud 

 

 
CM: Using strong authentication system with encrypted data transmission. Using Privacy 
manager softwares both on user side and cloud provider side.  
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11) Data inconsistency caused due to interfacing with internal systems which are not in 

cloud and due to dynamic data update by different customers.  

 

 
CM: Usage of homomorphic token techniques with distributed verification of erasure-coded 

data. 
 

 
 

 
12) Eavesdropping (data interception) 
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CM: Usage of strong encryption techniques for data transfer. 
 

 
 
 

13) Inadequate authentication and authorization 

 

 
CM: Using SET (Secure Electronic Transaction), IDA (ID anonymity), PPID (privacy 

preserved ID) protocols for secure authentication and authorization.  
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14) Insecure data storage in cloud 

 

 
CM: Encrypted cloud storage, adding fake data to original data so that the original content 
cannot be identified, reducing the amount of information the cloud server can extract and 

post processing the results at client side, DRM (digital rights management) or code 
obfuscation techniques. 
 

 
 
 

15) Cloud provider espionage (Theft by cloud provider) 
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CM: Encrypted cloud storage, DRM (digital rights management) technique. 
 

 
 
 

16) Phishing attack 

 

 
CM: Employ proactive monitoring to detect unauthorized activity, Understand cloud 

provider security policies and SLAs. 
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17) Audit difficulty 

 

 
CM: Using auditing guideline like SAS 70, SOX, HIPPA, FISMA, NIST, FIPS. 
 

 
 
 
 

 

18) Insecure Interfaces and APIs 
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CM: Employ strong security model of cloud provider interfaces, strong authentication and 
access controls are implemented in concert with encrypted transmission, Understanding the 

dependency chain associated with the API. 

 
 

 
19) Regulatory and legal issues 

 

 
CM: Clear agreement should be made in SLAs.  
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20) Difficult bugs detection 

 

 
CM: Each module, component and their contents should be carefully verified and accredited 
before putting into cloud service. 

 

 
 
 

21) Difficult intruder (malicious user) detection 
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CM: Each module, component and their contents should be carefully verified and accredited 
before putting into cloud service. 

 

 
 

 
22) Service disruption by provider/ loss of business 

 
CM: Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty should be imposed. 
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23) Misuse of data by freelancer 

 
CM: Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty should be imposed. 

 
 

 

24) Time to deliver a task/project  

CM: A prior notice and timely reminders should be given to Freelancer/freelancing  

Company.
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25) Termination by Freelancer/freelancing Company 

 

 
CM: A clear contract should be made by company or by Cloud service provider to overcome 
such risk. 
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Survey questionnaire 
 

 A Survey on Cloud Outsourcing 
"If you are working on cloud computing proceed with this survey, otherwise please skip 

it."The main aim of this survey is to find out the information related to risks associated with 
CLOUD OUTSOURCING (CO). CO is "a successful form of delegating tasks to individual 
programmers over the Internet using Cloud". In CO, a company keeps the task to be 

outsourced into the cloud. The cloud management then selects the appropriate 
freelancers/freelancing company to get the work done. Freelancer after finishing the task 

submits it back to the company. In this process of CO, there are certain risks associated and 
our intention behind this survey is to find out the probability of occurrence of each risk, its 
impact, and the cost required to implement the given counter measure (CM).  

 
1) What is your designation in the company/organization? 

  
 

2) How many years of work experience do you have on cloud computing? 

  
 

3) How many employees work in your company/organization? 

 1-50 employees 

 51-100 employees 

 101-500 employees 

 500+ employees 

 
4) What type of cloud is being used in your company/organization? 

 Public 

 Private 

 Hybrid 

 

Below are the Risks and their Counter Measures (CM) in Cloud Outsourcing. Please 

select the appropriate answer. 

 For Risks: 1 corresponds to Low, 2-Low to Medium, 3- Medium, 4- Medium to High, 

5- High. 
 Cost referes to the amount required to implement the counter measure.--> For CM: 1 

corresponds to Negligible cost, 2-Low cost, 3-Average cost, 4-High cost and 5 
resembles Cumbersome cost.  

 CM in some cases are suggested solutions where other solutions may be present.  

 
5) Unauthorized modification of data in the cloud 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      
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CM: Using certified Third parties and Secret Key Sharing techniques 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 
6) Data theft due to unencrypted data 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Usage of encryption techniques like Yao’s and Gentry’s approach  
Yao's and Gentry's approach are treated like example solutions.  
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 
7) Malware attacks 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Employing cloud firewall and IDS 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
8) Unavailability of Cloud services due to Denial of service attacks 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Installing IDS like SNORT, at the virtual machines running over the internet. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 

9) Lack of data segregation 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      
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CM: Firewall should be installed on the cloud side which allows the authenticated customers 
to define rules in order to stop data segregation. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 

10) Unauthorized access to data in the cloud 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Using strong authentication system with encrypted data transmission. Using Privacy 
manager softwares both on user side and cloud provider side.  

 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 

11) Data inconsistency caused due to interfacing with internal systems which are not in cloud 
and due to dynamic data update by different customers. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Usage of homomorphic token techniques with distributed verification of erasure-coded 

data. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
12) Eavesdropping (data interception) 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Usage of strong encryption techniques for data transfer. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 

13) Inadequate authentication and authorization 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      
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CM: Using SET (Secure Electronic Transaction), IDA (ID anonymity), PPID (privacy 
preserved ID) protocols for secure authentication and authorization.  

 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 

14) Insecure data storage in cloud 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Encrypted cloud storage, adding fake data to original data so that the original content 
cannot be identified, reducing the amount of information the cloud server can extract and 

post processing the results at client side, DRM (digital rights management) or code 
obfuscation techniques. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 

15) Cloud provider espionage (Theft by cloud provider) 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Encrypted cloud storage, DRM (digital rights management) technique. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
16) Phishing attack 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Employ proactive monitoring to detect unauthorized activity, Understand cloud 

provider security policies and SLAs. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
17) Audit difficulty 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      
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Impact      

CM: Using auditing guideline like SAS 70, SOX, HIPPA, FISMA, NIST, FIPS. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
18) Insecure Interfaces and APIs 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Employ strong security model of cloud provider interfaces, strong authentication and 

access controls are implemented in concert with encrypted transmission, Understanding the 
dependency chain associated with the API. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 
19) Regulatory and legal issues 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Clear agreement should be made in SLAs.  
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
20) Difficult bugs detection 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Each module, component and their contents should be carefully verified and accredited 

before putting into cloud service. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
21) Difficult intruder (malicious user) detection 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      
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Impact      

CM: Each module, component and their contents should be carefully verified and accredited 
before putting into cloud service. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 
22) Service disruption by provider/ loss of business 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty should be imposed. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
23) Misuse of data by freelancer 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: Legal action should be taken and relevant penalty should be imposed. 

 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
 

24) Time to deliver a task/project 
Arises when freelancer/freelancer company delay the task/project submission in time. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Probability of occurence      

Impact      

CM: A prior notice and timely reminders should be given to Freelancer/freelancing 

Company. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 

 
25) Termination by Freelancer/freelancing Company 
Arise when Freelancer/freelancing Company stops working the task or project suddenly 

during the contract period. 
 1 2 3 4 5 
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Probability of occurence      

Impact      

 

CM: A clear contract should be made by company or by Cloud service provider to overcome 
such risk. 
 1 2 3 4 5 

Cost      

 
Survey Responses which are categorized into groups can be found in the link below.  
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0By4QSZittLy2bkdsenNfUmY3S0E/edit?usp=sharing 

  

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0By4QSZittLy2bkdsenNfUmY3S0E/edit?usp=sharing
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Initial set of Interview Questionnaire 
 

TITLE: Risk analysis for exploring opportunities in cloud outsourcing 

 

                                Interview Questionnaire 

 

Goal of Interview: To gather information about the activities or processes which are going 

or running during cloud outsourcing; and, the risks which are considered as threat or damage 
to outsource the software product development using cloud services.  

 
 

Questionnaire for companies those are ready for outsourcing software product 

development using cloud: 

 

 
What is the designation of interviewee in company? 

When did company adopted to cloud? 

Do this company has performed any software development outsourcing using  cloud? 

What kind of software development has been performed using cloud outsourcing (either by micro outsourcing or 

macro outsourcing)? 

What is cloud outsourcing in the company’s view?  

Why is cloud outsourcing important or considered as important for software product development in the 

company’s view?  

What is the difference between cloud outsourcing and normal (t raditional) outsourcing (example: global 

software development etc.)?  

What are the various forms of process or activities, which are involved during cloud outsourcing? 

What are the major problems or hindrances that are considered as risks during the outsourcing of software 

product development? 

At what stages or phase of software product development lifecycle, outsourcing is done in the company?  

 What are the opportunities in cloud outsourcing in the company’s view?  

 

 

Questionnaire for cloud providers or cloud contract management service that deals with 

outsourcing of software product development: 

 

 
What is the role of interviewee in cloud services (e xample: contract management service or cloud provider, 

depends on the dealer for software development in cloud outsourcing)? 

 What are the goals of cloud outsourcing? 
What is cloud outsourcing in contractor or cloud provider’s view?  
What are the processes or activities involved in cloud outsourcing? 
What are risks or security issues occur during the outsourcing of software product development? 
What do you call the whole process like handing over the outsourced work from company and handing to e -

freelancer and vice versa? 
What is the use of cloud outsourcing and major constraints in cloud outsourcing?  
What is the guarantee of work handed over to e-freelancer?  
Do you have any special service for this platform (cloud outsourcing) that has to be included? or to be 

implemented in future? 
If there is any special service, how do it works and how much effective it is?  
How does the work is allocated to e-freelancer (example: using bidding techniques or any other means of 

process)? 
 

Note: These are the major questions related to goal but questions may be included further 
relevant to the goal during the interview. 

 




